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Research integrating neuroimaging and molecular genetics has yielded important insights into how variability in brain chemistry predicts

individual differences in brain function, behavior and related risk for psychopathology. However, existing studies have been limited by

their focus on the independent effects of single polymorphisms with modest impact on brain chemistry. Here, we explored the effects of

five functional polymorphisms affecting dopamine (DA) signaling on reward-related ventral striatum (VS) reactivity, measured with BOLD

fMRI, in a sample of 69 Caucasians. We also compiled individual multilocus genetic profile scores reflecting the additive

effects of alleles conferring relatively increased DA signaling across the five polymorphic loci: DAT1 9-repeat, DRD4 7-repeat, DRD2

-141C Del, DRD2 Taq1A C (A2), and COMT 158Met. These multilocus DA profile scores accounted for 10.9% of the inter-individual

variability in reward-related VS reactivity. In contrast, none of the individual polymorphisms accounted for significant variability. Our

results show that biologically informed multilocus genetic profiles have unique promise as indices of variability in brain chemistry that may

yield advances in mapping individual differences in behaviorally relevant brain function. In turn, such genetic profiles may fuel

gene–environment interactions research establishing trajectories of risk for psychopathology.
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INTRODUCTION

Two rapidly emerging and highly complementary strategies
have accelerated progress into biological mechanisms
mediating individual differences in behavior and related
risk for psychopathology: imaging genetics and gene–
environment interactions research. Through the systematic
mapping of common genetic polymorphisms affecting brain
chemistry onto variability in brain structure and function,
imaging genetics has established multiple fundamental
mechanisms through which individual differences in
behavior emerge and bias responses to the environment
(Hariri, 2009). In parallel, gene–environment interactions
research has demonstrated how such genetically mediated
variability in behaviorally relevant brain function translates
into individual risk for psychopathology upon exposure to
environmental stress or adversity (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006).

Imaging genetics studies to date, however, have been
almost universally limited by their reliance on single genetic
loci to model variability in complex brain chemistry and,
subsequently, brain function. Recent studies have begun to
recognize the importance of considering the simultaneous
involvement of multiple genes in the regulation of these
pathways by taking into account epistatic interactions
among polymorphic loci (Buckholtz et al, 2007; Nicodemus
et al, 2010; Pezawas et al, 2008). Nonetheless, studies of this
kind have typically focused on no more than two
genes/polymorphisms at a time and those which have taken
more into account have done so within the framework of
a data-driven approach (Nicodemus et al, 2010; Potkin et al,
2009; Seshadri et al, 2007). As multiple functional
polymorphisms of various effect sizes are likely to shape
overall variability in brain function, one strategy for
extending and expanding the utility of this research is to
establish biologically founded multilocus genetic profiles
that represent the cumulative effect of multiple polymorphic
loci of known functionality on a specific signaling mecha-
nism (Plomin et al, 2009). Individual polymorphic loci
account for a small proportion of phenotypic variance such
that their independent effects are unlikely to produce
statistically significant effects especially in relatively small
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samples. The simultaneous consideration of multiple
functional loci through a multilocus genetic profile score
may allow for the inclusion of polymorphisms with
nonsignificant independent effects, which only collectively
account for significant proportions of variability. In turn,
such genetic profiles may serve as the foundation for gene–
environment interactions research that can establish
trajectories of risk for psychopathology applicable at the
level of the individual.
In this study, we sought to establish the utility of

multilocus genetic profiles representing the cumulative
biological impact of multiple functional polymorphic loci
in mapping individual differences in brain function. The
simultaneous consideration of multiple polymorphisms has
already been successfully used to explain variability in
antidepressant treatment response (Ising et al, 2009) and
to model individual differences in sensation seeking
(Derringer et al, 2010) and basal ganglia response to reward
(Dillon et al, 2010). However, no study to date has created
a biologically informed multilocus genetic profile representing
variability in neurotransmitter signaling across multiple
genes that can be used to explain individual differences in
behaviorally relevant brain function. The neural target of
our study was variability in the responsiveness of the
ventral striatum (VS), a central node of a distributed
corticostriatal circuitry supporting reward-related and
appetitive behaviors (Gan et al, 2010; Tanaka et al, 2004),
which is also implicated in the pathophysiology of mood,
impulse, and substance use disorders (Buckholtz et al,
2010a, b; Dalley et al, 2007). The genetic target of our study
was dopamine (DA), which has a key role in modulating the
responsiveness of the VS (Sesack and Grace, 2010). We
hypothesized that multilocus genetic profile scores repre-
senting relatively increased DA signaling, would signifi-
cantly predict increased VS reactivity, and that the variance
in reactivity explained by the profile scores would
be significantly greater than that associated with any single
locus.
All five loci included in the genetic profile were carefully

selected based on their previous links with functional
changes in DA transmission and/or VS reactivity. The DAT1
9-repeat allele of a 40-base pair (bp) variable number
tandem repeat (VNTR) within the 30 untranslated region
(30 UTR) of the DA transporter gene (SLC6A3) has been
linked to reduced DA reuptake and increased striatal
DA signaling (Heinz et al, 2000; VanNess et al, 2005).
Similarly, the deletion allele of an insertion/deletion
polymorphism (DRD2 -141C Ins/Del; rs1799732) within
the promoter region of the DA receptor D2 gene (DRD2) has
been associated with reduced expression of DRD2 (Arinami
et al, 1997), and has been implicated in increased VS
reactivity (Forbes et al, 2009). We also considered the DRD2
Taq1A polymorphism, a C/T SNP (rs1800497) located in the
ankyrin repeat and kinase-domain containing 1 (ANKK1)
gene. Relative to the T (A1) allele, the C (A2) allele has been
associated with increased DA signaling (Noble et al, 1991),
increased striatal glucose metabolism (Noble et al, 1997)
and reactivity to reward (Stice et al, 2008). The fourth
polymorphism we considered was a 48-bp VNTR within the
DA receptor D4 gene (DRD4). The 7-repeat allele of this
VNTR has been previously linked to reduced DRD4-
mediated postsynaptic inhibition and hence increased DA

signaling (Wang et al, 2004) as well as increased VS
reactivity (Forbes et al, 2009). Finally, our genetic profile
score incorporated a functional SNP (rs4680) within the
third exon of the catechol-O-methyltransferase gene
(COMT), which results in nonsynonymous Val/Met
substitution (COMT Val158Met). The Met allele has been
associated with decreased enzymatic degradation of DA
(Chen et al, 2004) and increased VS reactivity (Dreher et al,
2009; Yacubian et al, 2007).

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

Participants

A total of 103 subjects were recruited from a parent study,
the Adult Health and Behavior project, which assessed
a wide range of behavioral and biological traits among
nonpatient, middle-aged, community volunteers. All
participants provided informed consent in accord with
local guidelines, and were in good general health. The
participants were free of the following study exclusions:
(1) medical diagnoses of cancer, stroke, diabetes requiring
insulin treatment, chronic kidney or liver disease,
or lifetime history of psychotic symptoms; (2) use of
psychotropic, glucocorticoid, or hypolipidemic medication;
(3) conditions affecting cerebral blood flow and metabolism
(eg, hypertension); and (4) diagnosis of any current DSM-IV
axis I disorder (First et al, 1996). Given the general
confounds of population stratification, we limited our
analyses to 69 Caucasian subjects (37 women; mean age
44.46±6.66 years) with overlapping reward-related VS data
and genotypes at all five loci of interest.

Genetic Profile Scores

We compiled individual genetic profile scores reflecting the
total number of variants that have each been previously
associated with relatively increased striatal DA signaling
and/or VS reactivity across five functional polymorphic loci:
SLC6A3 30 40-bp VNTR (DAT1), DRD2 -141C Ins/Del
(rs1799732), DRD2 Taq1A (rs1800497), DRD4 exon 3 48-bp
VNTR, and COMT Val158Met (rs4680) (for genotyping, see
Supplementary Methods). Across all loci, relatively ‘high’
DA genotypes were assigned a score of 1, ‘low’ DA
genotypes a score of 0, and ‘intermediate’ DA genotypes
a score of 0.5. These scores at each locus were then totaled
to create an individual profile score (Table 1).
Consistent with previous research suggesting a dominant

role for the 9-repeat allele (Heinz et al, 2000; van de Giessen
et al, 2009; VanNess et al, 2005), DAT1 9-repeat allele
carriers were coded as having a ‘high’ DA genotype, while
10-repeat allele homozygotes were coded as having a ‘low’
DA genotype. Drawing on previous reports, we also
established two genotype groups for the DRD2 -141C locus:
-141C deletion carriers (Ins/Del) and non-carriers (Ins/Ins),
and designated -141C Del carriers as the ‘high’ and
non-carriers as ‘low’ DA genotypes. Since previous studies
of DRD2 Taq1A have used either T (A1) or C (A2) allele
homozygotes as a reference group (Bakker et al, 2008;
Jonsson et al, 1999; Kwon et al, 2008; Pohjalainen et al,
1998), and other research suggests additive effects for the
number of DRD2 Taq1A alleles on relative change in DRD2
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expression levels (Noble et al, 1991), we modeled allele load
effects of the DRD2 Taq1A on overall DA transmission
with C allele homozygotes designated as the ‘high’ DA
genotype, T allele homozygotes as the ‘low’ DA genotype
and heterozygotes as ‘intermediate’ DA genotype. The
DRD4 7-repeat allele carriers were considered ‘high’, while
other allele combinations were considered ‘low’ DA
genotypes. Finally, consistent with additive effects of the
Met allele of COMT Val158Met (Chen et al, 2004; Egan et al,
2001), we established three genotype groups in relation to
this locus: Val homozygotes, Val/Met heterozygotes, and
Met homozygotes. For the purposes of the DA profile
scores, Met allele homozygotes were considered ‘high’, Val
allele homozygotes ‘low’, and heterozygotes ‘intermediate’
genotypes.

VS Reactivity Paradigm

As described previously (Forbes et al, 2009; Gianaros et al,
2010; Hariri et al, 2006; Hariri et al, 2009), our blocked-
design paradigm consisted of pseudorandom presentation
of trials wherein participants played a card guessing game
and received positive or negative feedback (ie, correct or
incorrect guess) for each trial. Our task was selected
primarily with the aim of robustly engaging the VS, so that
individual differences in VS responsiveness could
be recorded and mapped onto genetic background.
Participants were told that their performance on the card
game would determine a monetary reward to be received
at the end of the game. During each trial, participants had
3 s to guess, via button press, whether the value of a visually
presented card was higher or lower than 5 (index and
middle finger, respectively). After a choice was made, the
numerical value of the card was presented for 500ms and
followed by appropriate feedback (green upward-facing
arrow for positive feedback; red downward-facing arrow for
negative feedback) for an additional 500ms. A crosshair was

then presented for 3 s, for a total trial length of 7 s. Each
block comprises five trials, with three blocks each of
predominantly positive feedback (80% correct) and three of
predominantly negative feedback (20% correct) interleaved
with three control blocks. During control blocks, partici-
pants were instructed to simply make alternating button
presses during the presentation of an ‘x’ (3 s) which was
followed by an asterisk (500ms) and a yellow circle
(500ms). Each block was preceded by an instruction
of ‘Guess Number’ (positive or negative feedback blocks)
or ‘Press Button’ (control blocks) for 2 s resulting in a total
block length of 38 s and a total task length of 342 s.
Participants were unaware of the fixed outcome probabi-
lities associated with each block and were led to believe that
their performance would determine a net monetary gain at
the end of the scanning session. Instead, all participants
received $10. We included one incongruent trial within each
task block (eg, one of five trials during positive feedback
blocks was incorrect resulting in negative feedback) to
prevent participants from anticipating the feedback for
each trial and to maintain participants’ engagement
and motivation to perform well (for BOLD Acquisition
Parameters, see Supplementary Methods).

BOLD fMRI Data Analysis

Whole-brain image analysis was completed using SPM2
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). Images for each partici-
pant were realigned to the first volume in the time series
to correct for head motion. Data sets were then selected for
their high quality (scan stability) as demonstrated by small
(p2mm and 21) motion correction. On the basis of this
criterion, data from all 69 participants were included
in subsequent analyses. Realigned images were spatially
normalized into a standard stereotactic space (Montreal
Neurological Institute template) using a 12-parameter affine
model. These normalized images were then smoothed
to minimize noise and residual differences in gyral anatomy
with a Gaussian filter, set at 6mm full-width at
half-maximum. Voxel-wise signal intensities were ratio
normalized to the whole-brain global mean. Following
preprocessing, linear contrasts employing canonical hemo-
dynamic response functions were used to estimate differ-
ential effects of feedback (ie, reward) from the contrast
of positive feedback4negative feedback for each individual.
Individual contrast images were then used in second-level
random effects models accounting for scan-to-scan and
participant-to-participant variability to determine mean
condition-specific regional responses using one-sample
t-tests thresholded at po0.05, FWE-corrected, and X10
contiguous voxels. Our VS region of interest was
constructed using the Talairach Daemon option of the
WFU PickAtlas Tool, version 1.04 (Wake Forest University
School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, NC). Two spheres
of 10mm radius were created around MNI coordinates
x¼±12, y¼ 12, and z¼�10 to encompass the VS in the
right and left hemisphere, respectively.

Variance Analyses

To compute the relative variance explained by the
cumulative genetic profile score and each individual

Table 1 Composition and Distribution of Multilocus Genetic
Profile Scores

Polymorphism Genotypes N DA profile score

DRD2 -141C Ins/Del Del carrier 14 High

Ins/Ins 55 Low

DAT1 VNTR 9-repeat carrier 35 High

10/10 34 Low

DRD4 VNTR 7-repeat carrier 42 High

All others 27 Low

COMT Val158Met Met/Met 12 High

Val/Met 41 Intermediate

Val/Val 16 Low

DRD2 Taq1A C/C 43 High

C/T 23 Intermediate

T/T 3 Low

Individual genetic profile scores represent the sum of ‘high’ DA genotypes across five
functional polymorphic loci. ‘High’ genotypes received a score of 1, ‘low’ genotypes a
score of 0, and ‘intermediate’ genotypes a score of 0.5. For example, the genetic
profile score for an individual with the following five polymorphismsFDAT1 9-
repeat carrier, DRD4 7-repeat carrier, DRD2 Taq1A T homozygote, DRD2 -141C
Del carrier, and COMT heterozygoteFis 3.5 (1+1+0+1+0.5).
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genotype, parameter estimates from VS clusters exhibiting a
main effect of task were extracted using the VOI tool in
SPM8 and entered into linear and stepwise regression
models in SPSS (PASW Statistics 18; SPSS, Chicago, IL).
Importantly, by extracting VS reactivity values from the
entire functional clusters activated by our fMRI paradigm
rather than clusters specifically correlated with our
independent variables of interest, we precluded the
possibility of any regression coefficient inflation that may
result from capitalizing on the same data twice (Viviani,
2010). We have successfully used this more conservative
analytic strategy in recent studies (Carre et al, in press;
Hyde et al, 2010). Consistent with the standards of genetic
association studies (eg, Dahlman et al, 2002) we applied
a Bonferroni-like adjustment to our significance level
to reflect the total number of regressions conducted
(12 regressions total: 5 individual loci and 1 profile score
conducted independently for the left and right VS) resulting
in a threshold of pp0.004 (ie, 0.05/12). Cook’s distance
values were computed for all observations and all regression
models, and no single data points were identified that
biased the overall models (ie, Cook’s distance o0.195 for all
data points) (Cook and Weisber, 1982).
On the basis of evidence for significant gender differences

in reward-related VS reactivity in previous studies (Spreck-
elmeyer et al, 2009) and in our current sample (males4females;
t(67)¼ 2.55, p¼ 0.013) as well as an observed gender
association with the profile scores (males4females;
t(67)¼ 2.12, p¼ 0.038), all our analyses were conducted
with and without gender as a covariate. Thus, when gender
was controlled for, the amount of variance explained by the
genetic profile scores or individual loci was computed as the
change in R2 resulting from the addition of the genetic
variables to a hierarchical regression model already
containing gender as a predictor of VS reactivity.

RESULTS

In the current sample, there was a significant main effect of
task (ie, positive feedback4negative feedback) in a large VS
cluster in the right hemisphere (x¼ 14, y¼ 12, z¼ –8,

T¼ 5.13, KE¼ 118, p¼ 0.00028; Figure 1a). There was
also a main effect of task in a smaller cluster within the
left VS (x¼�16, y¼ 6, z¼�8, T¼ 5.64, KE¼ 96,
p¼ 0.000043; Supplementary Figure S1).
Consistent with our hypothesis, individual multilocus

genetic profile scores for relatively increased DA signaling
predicted higher reward-related reactivity in the right VS at
our corrected threshold (b̂¼ 0.342, p¼ 0.0038). Moreover,
the profile scores accounted for 10.9% of all variability
within this VS cluster (DR2¼ 0.109; Figure 1b) above and
beyond the effects of gender, which accounted for 4.2%
of all residual cluster-level variability (b̂¼�0.212;
DR2¼ 0.042, p¼ 0.067). When not explicitly controlling
for gender, the DA profile scores predicted even greater
variability in reward-related VS reactivity: 14.3% (b̂¼ 0.395;
Adj. R2¼ 0.143, p¼ 0.001). In contrast, none of the
individual loci predicted significant variability in reward-
related VS reactivity with only one (DRD2 -141C Ins/Del)
having a marginally significant effect at an uncorrected
threshold of pp0.05 (Table 2). Controlling for gender did
not affect any of the associations between VS reactivity and
individual loci.
Intriguingly, although none of the individual loci with the

exception of DRD2 -141C Ins/Del accounted for significant
variability in VS reactivity at an uncorrected threshold,
the genetic profile scores still accounted for 6.3% of
VS reactivity (b̂¼ 0.298; DR2¼ 0.063, p¼ 0.026) above and

Figure 1 Multilocus genetic profile scores for DA signaling predict reward-related VS reactivity. (a) Our fMRI task produced significant activation in a large
right VS cluster (x¼ 14, y¼ 12, z¼�8, T¼ 5.13, KE¼ 118, p¼ 0.00028). (b) Individual profile scores accounted for 10.9% of the variability within the VS
activation cluster above and beyond the effects of gender (DR2¼ 0.109).

Table 2 Effects of Individual DA Loci on Reward-Related VS
Reactivity

Genotype DR2 b̂ p

DRD2 141C Ins/Del 0.052 0.241 0.050

DAT1 VNTR 0.037 0.192 0.100

DRD4 VNTR 0.015 0.123 0.295

COMT Val158Met 0.015 0.123 0.298

DRD2 Taq1A 0.002 0.045 0.713

Critically, and as noted in the main text, none of these individual loci accounted
for significant variability in VS reactivity when appropriately controlling for
multiple comparisons (ie, pp0.004).
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beyond the effects of gender and DRD2 -141C Ins/Del.
When gender was not used as a covariate, cumulative DA
profile score accounted for 7.3% (b̂¼ 0.319; DR2¼ 0.073,
p¼ 0.019) of the variance above and beyond that accounted
for by DRD2 -141C Ins/Del. The above results show the
utility of multilocus genetic profiles in capturing the
cumulative impact of polymorphisms, whose individual
effects may be overlooked even at uncorrected statistical
thresholds. Importantly, the simultaneous consideration of
all predictors in the above regression models did not pose
significant multicollinearity concerns (tolerance40.680,
variance inflation factor o1.469).
In contrast to the patterns observed in the right

hemisphere, reward-related reactivity in the left VS was
not significantly associated with the profile scores or any
individual polymorphism at either the corrected or
uncorrected statistical thresholds. Controlling for gender
did not affect any of these associations.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate that a multilocus genetic
profile score representing the cumulative impact of five
functional polymorphic loci on DA signaling predicts 10.9%
of the inter-individual variability in reward-related VS
reactivity. In contrast, none of the individual loci predict
significant variability in VS reactivity. Thus, we provide
novel evidence for the utility of biologically founded
multilocus genetic profiles in mapping individual differ-
ences in brain function by demonstrating that simultaneous
consideration of multiple functional loci accounts for
greater variability than single loci considered indepen-
dently. This finding demonstrates that, given sufficient
a priori rationale for the consideration of specific functional
polymorphic loci, a multilocus profiling approach might
capture the cumulative impact of polymorphisms whose
individual effects may otherwise go undetected in small
samples. That the genetic profile scores in the current
sample accounted for a significant proportion of variability
in a relatively small sample further underscores the
potential for this novel biological profiling approach to
accurately predict patterns of brain function at the
individual level.
Although we selected the polymorphisms investigated

herein based on their previous association with DA
signaling and/or VS reactivity, the precise molecular
mechanisms through which each locus contributes to
variability in reward-related brain function are still
incompletely understood. Although the DAT1 9-repeat
allele and the COMT 158Met allele are linked to reduced
DA synaptic clearance (Heinz et al, 2000) and enzymatic
degradation (Chen et al, 2004), respectively, less is known
about the direct effects of the DRD2 and DRD4 polymorphisms
on DA neurotransmission and subsequent VS reactivity.
The DRD4 7-repeat allele has been linked to reduced
postsynaptic inhibition mediated by a decreased number of
D4 receptors (Asghari et al, 1995). Relatedly, the DRD2
-141C Del allele has been associated with reductions in the
expression of the D2 receptor, which typically acts to inhibit
DA signaling pre- or postsynaptically (Arinami et al, 1997).
Intriguingly, while previous research has linked the DRD2

Taq1A T (A1) allele to similarly reduced D2 receptor
binding (Jonsson et al, 1999; Pohjalainen et al, 1998),
studies investigating the effect of the polymorphism on
regional blood flow and glucose metabolism have reported
decreased striatal reactivity in T (A1) allele homozygotes
relative to C (A2) allele carriers (Noble et al, 1997; Stice
et al, 2008). As our VS reactivity phenotype is more closely
related to the neuroimaging measures employed in the
latter studies, we chose to code the C allele as the relatively
‘high’ DA allele. It is important to note, however, that
the decreased D2 receptor density and the reduced glucose
metabolism associated with the T allele need not be
mutually exclusive. Given the diverse distribution of
D2 receptors on multiple neuronal subtypes (Beaulieu and
Gainetdinov, 2011), it is conceivable that reductions in D2
receptors associated with the T allele may be specific
to a sub-population of D2 heteroreceptors located on
GABAergic interneurons, which modulate striatal function
through inhibition of glutamatergic medium spiny neurons.
Thus, the T allele may result in reduced DA-mediated
inhibition of GABAergic interneurons leading to greater
inhibition of excitatory medium spiny neurons and,
ultimately, reduced VS reactivity measured with fMRI.
Given the limitations of currently available neuroimaging
methodologies, future studies incorporating non-human
animal models will be required to determine the effects
of each polymorphism on the cellular and systems levels
with greater precision.
We previously reported that the 9-repeat allele of

DAT1, the 7-repeat allele of DRD4, and the deletion allele
of DRD2 -141C Ins/Del are all significantly associated with
relatively increased VS reactivity in a sample that partially
overlaps with our current study (Forbes et al, 2009).
However, the previous sample was racially heterogeneous,
as it included approximately 10% non-Caucasians distrib-
uted equally across all genotype groups. More importantly,
in our previous report we used a less conservative approach
whereby we only quantified VS reactivity as a function of
genotype within functional clusters selected on the basis of
their correlation with each polymorphic locus, rather than
the entire functional cluster activated by our fMRI
paradigm. Moreover, we did not apply statistical thresholds
that properly accounted for multiple comparisons reflecting
the number of individual genotypes tested. Importantly, we
replicated the associations between VS reactivity and all
three loci (ie, DAT1, DRD2 -141C Ins/Del, and DRD4 VNTR)
when applying more liberal statistical thresholds consistent
with our previous report (Supplementary Table S1).
In addition to the three polymorphisms investigated in

our previous report, the cumulative genetic profile scores
used in the current analysis also incorporated DRD2 Taq1A
and COMT Val158Met. Previously, we did not find a main
effect of COMT Val158Met on reward-related VS reactivity
(Forbes et al, 2009). However, other imaging genetics
studies have reported significant associations between the
158Met allele and increased VS reactivity (Dreher et al, 2009;
Schmack et al, 2008; Yacubian et al, 2007). Thus, while
COMT Val158Met did not by itself predict significant
variability in VS reactivity in either our previous (Forbes
et al, 2009) or current analysis, it did significantly
contribute to the predicted utility of the cumulative profile
scores. Removal of the COMT Val158Met genotype from the
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profile score resulted in nonsignificant effects using our
corrected threshold.
A possible limitation to our biological profiling approach

is the assumption that the selected polymorphisms act
additively, as opposed to interactively, to influence DA
signaling. Importantly, however, our previous investigation
of three polymorphisms considered herein (ie, DAT1, DRD4
VNTR, and DRD2 -141C Ins/Del) did not find any two- or
three-way interactions among these polymorphisms
in predicting VS reactivity (Forbes et al, 2009). Unlike
Yacubian et al (2007) and Dreher et al (2009), we also did
not find a COMT Val158Met-by-DAT1 interaction in the
current sample (p¼ 0.757). By assigning a score of ‘1’ to
‘high’ DA alleles at all loci, we also assumed all loci had an
equal impact on VS reactivity. We believe a more
sophisticated approach to compiling genetic profiles is
warranted whereby potential multiplicative relationships
are taken into account and polymorphisms are weighted
according to predicted effect size. However, given the
relatively small sample size (N¼ 69) and insufficient
knowledge regarding potential interactions among the
targeted polymorphisms and the relative magnitude of their
impact on VS reactivity (but see Yacubian et al, 2007 and
Dreher et al, 2009), we regard the current investigation as
a useful starting point for compiling informative multilocus
genetic profile scores. Future studies replicating the current
findings would lend additional credibility to this approach.
The DA profile we compiled in this study accounted for

significant variability in reward-related reactivity of the
right but not the left VS. Such asymmetrical findings are not
uncommon in imaging genetics research in general (Hariri
et al, 2002; Meyer-Lindenberg et al, 2006) or studies
focusing on the VS specifically (Jocham et al, 2009;
Yacubian et al, 2007). Although a number of studies have
reported asymmetries in monoaminergic modulation of
cortical and subcortical circuits (Besson and Louilot, 1995;
Merali et al, 2004; Sullivan and Dufresne, 2006; Young and
Williams, 2010), the biological mechanisms mediating such
lateralized effects, particularly in the VS, are difficult to
ascertain on the basis of the existing literature. It is possible
that our specific task differentially recruits the right VS and,
subsequently, results in greater DA modulation of reactivity
in this hemisphere, which is reflected in the right-lateralized
significant associations. Consistent with this suggestion, we
have previously found right-hemisphere specific correla-
tions between reward-related VS reactivity and variability in
behavioral measures of impulsivity (Forbes et al, 2009;
Hariri et al, 2006). Future research incorporating this
genetic profile within a multimodal neuroimaging strategy
(Fisher et al, 2009; Fisher et al, 2006; Kienast et al, 2008)
whereby fMRI is used to measure reward-related VS
reactivity and PET is used to measure DA release within
the same sample could shed light on the nature of these
functional asymmetries.
Although this proof-of-principle study focused on a single

neural target and modeled the additive effects of multiple
functional loci through a single genetic profile, future
research can refine genetic profile scores by assigning
differential weights to loci of potentially different effect sizes
and consider functional interactions among loci within
a profile as well as between profiles for different pathways.
The extension of genetic profiling in this manner,

particularly in larger samples, offers the opportunity to
generate increasingly complete information regarding
variability in behaviorally relevant brain function and
related gene–environment interactions.
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